
 

 
Class: ___________      Student: _______________ 

 

A. Oral Test (30%) 

I. Answer the questions. (20%) 
1. (Refer to SB 14. Point to a nickel) How many cents is a nickel? 
2. (Refer to SB 14. Point to a dime) How many cents is a dime? 
3. (Refer to SB 15. Point to the ruler) How much are the rulers? 
4. (Refer to SB 15. Point to the scissors) how much are the scissors? 
5. (Refer to SB 15. Point to the pencils) How much are the pencils? 
 
II. Role Play. (10%) 
Refer to CB page 15. Complete the dialogue with your teacher.  
Teacher: Who is Alan? 
Student: __________________________ 
Teacher: Who is Linda? 
Student: __________________________ 
Teacher: Does Bert have any cousins? 
Student: __________________________ 
 
B. Reading Comprehension (10%) 
I. Refer to Lisa goes to London Ch.12 and choose th e correct 
answer . 
1. What day is the final of the competition? 
� Saturday  � Sunday  � Friday 

2. What is the first prize? 
� a bicycle  � an airplane ticket  � a camera 

3. Why are the children sad? 
� Because they lose the competition.   
� Because they don’t like London.  
� Because their trip is over. 

4. Where does Lisa take her last photo of London? 
� at the train station � in front of the hotel � on the airplane 
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5. How do the children like London? 
� They don’t like London. � They like London very much.  
� They think London is a boring city. 

 
C. Writing Test (60%) 
I. Fill in the correct amount (20%) 
1. A penny is___________ cent.   
2. They are five cents. It is a __________. 
3. There are fifteen cents. We cam change a__________ and a 

_________. 
4. A dollar is___________ cents. It equals to___________(how many?) 

quarters. 
 
II. Circle it or Write it. (20%) 
 
1. 
                                  Let's count by tens! 
 
 
2.                             
      
                                  Let’s count by fives! 
 
 
III.Choose the correct answer (20%) 
1. Let's count _____.        � by one   � by ones  
2. _____  are the markers? They’re 15 cents each.  

� How many � How much             
3. 5~10~15~20~25…We count ______.  � by tens   � by fives 
4. How much are the scissors?  

� They're 15 cents each.   � It's 15 cents each.  
5. � How many cents is a dime ? � How much is a dime?  
  A dime is 10 cents. 
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Teacher’s Answer 

A. Oral Test (30%) 

� 1 point for student can understand the questions and answer in key words. 
� 2 points for student who tries to answer the complete sentences with right 

idea but with grammar mistakes. 
� 3 points for student who answers in complete sentence with right ideas but 

slow and not smoothly. 
� 4 points for student who answers in complete sentence with right idea 

directly and smoothly. 
I. Answer the questions. (20%) 
1. (Refer to SB 14. Point to a nickel) How many cents is a nickel?  

A nickel is 5 cents. 
2. (Refer to SB 14. Point to a dime) How many cents is a dime? 
  A dime is 10 cents. 
3. (Refer to SB 15. Point to the ruler) How much are the rulers? 
  They are 25 cents each. 
4. (Refer to SB 15. Point to the scissors) how much are the scissors?  

They’re 50 cents each. 
5. (Refer to SB 15. Point to the pencils) How much are the pencils? 
  They are 15 cents each. 
 
II. Role Play. (10%) 
Refer to CB page 15. Complete the dialogue with your teacher.  
Teacher: Who is Alan? 
Student: He’s Bert’s uncle. 
Teacher: Who is Linda? 
Student: She’s Bert’s grandmother. 
Teacher: Does Bert have any cousins? 
Student: Yes, he has two cousins, Amy and Benjamin. 
 
B. Reading Comprehension (10%) 
I. Refer to Lisa goes to London Ch.12 and choose th e correct 
answer . 
1. What day is the final of the competition? 
� Saturday  � Sunday  � Friday 

2. What is the first prize? 
� a bicycle  � an airplane ticket  � a camera 

 



3. Why are the children sad? 
� Because they lose the competition.   
� Because they don’t like London.  
� Because their trip is over. 

4. Where does Lisa take her last photo of London? 
� at the train station � in front of the hotel � on the airplane 

5. How do the children like London? 
� They don’t like London. � They like London very much.  
� They think London is a boring city. 

 
C. Writing Test (60%) 
I. Fill in the correct amount 20% 
1.A penny is one cent.   
2.They are five cents. It is a nickel. 
3.There are fifteen cents. We cam change a dime and a nickel. 
4.A dollar is one hundred cents. It equals to two (how many?) quarters. 
 
II. Circle it or Write it. 20% 
1. 
                                  Let's count by tens! 
 
 
 
2.                             
      
                                  Let’s count by fives! 
 
 
 
III.Choose the correct answer (20%) 
1. Let's count _____.        � by one   � by ones  
2. _____ are the markers? They’re 15 cents each.  

� How many � How much             
3. 5~10~15~20~25…We count ______.  � by tens   � by fives 
4. How much are the scissors?  

� They're 15 cents each.   � It's 15 cents each.  
5. � How many cents is a dime ? � How much is a dime?  
  A dime is 10 cents. 
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